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It Will End Like This Harlequin
Mystery writer and dabbling recreational
sleuth Sophie Katz is head over heels in
love—with a three-bedroom Victorian.
She's just got to have it, despite a few
drawbacks. Her slimy ex is the Realtor.
The rich, creepy seller wants her to join
San Francisco's spirited Specter Society.
And her ﬁrst tour of the house reveals,
well, a lifeless body clutching a cameo
with a disturbing history of its own. There's
no way Sophie is going to give up the

ghost on her dreams of stained glass and
original woodwork, though—even when
things become oﬃcially weird. A Society
member is found with a slashed throat,
and Sophie's house might as well be
yelling, "GET…OUT!" She's hearing
footsteps, lights are turning themselves oﬀ
and her stuﬀ keeps moving inexplicably.
To top it oﬀ, boyfriend Anatoly thinks it's
all in her head. Sophie is 99 percent sure
her problems are caused by someone six
feet tall instead of six feet under, but the
only way to be sure is to track down the
killer—before he pushes her kicking and

screaming to the other side….
Kings and Sorcerers Bundle (Books 1
and 2) Little, Brown Books for Young
Readers
“An action packed fantasy sure to please
fans of Morgan Rice’s previous novels,
along with fans of works such as The
Inheritance Cycle by Christopher Paolini….
Fans of Young Adult Fiction will devour this
latest work by Rice and beg for more.” -The Wanderer, A Literary Journal
(regarding Rise of the Dragons) The #1
Bestselling series! A bundle of the ﬁrst two
books in Morgan Rice’s #1 Bestselling
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fantasy series KINGS AND SORCERERS
(RISE OF THE DRAGONS and RISE OF THE
VALIANT). Here are two bestselling novels,
all in one convenient ﬁle, which oﬀer a
great introduction to the KINGS AND
SORCERERS series. Over 150,000 words of
reading, all for an incredible price—it also
makes the perfect gift! KINGS AND
SORCERERS tells the epic coming of age
story of Kyra, 15, who dreams of becoming
a famed warrior, like her father, though
she is the only girl in a fort of boys. She
struggles to understand her special skills
and mysterious inner power, and comes to
realize she is diﬀerent than the others. But
a secret is being kept from her about her
birth and the prophecy surrounding her,
leaving her only to wonder. When Kyra
comes of age and her father tries to wed
her oﬀ, she refuses and journeys out on
her own, into a dangerous wood, where
she encounters a wounded dragon—and
ignites a series of events that will change
the kingdom forever. With its strong
atmosphere and complex characters,
KINGS AND SORCERERS is a sweeping
saga of knights and warriors, of kings and
lords, of honor and valor, of magic,
destiny, monsters and dragons. It is a

story of love and broken hearts, of
deception, ambition and betrayal. It is
fantasy at its ﬁnest, inviting us into a
world that will live with us forever, one
that will appeal to all ages and genders. “If
you thought that there was no reason left
for living after the end of the Sorcerer’s
Ring series, you were wrong. Morgan Rice
has come up with what promises to be
another brilliant series, immersing us in a
fantasy of trolls and dragons, of valor,
honor, courage, magic and faith in your
destiny. Morgan has managed again to
produce a strong set of characters that
make us cheer for them on every
page.…Recommended for the permanent
library of all readers that love a wellwritten fantasy.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Rise
of the Dragons) “[The novel]
succeeds—right from the start…. A
superior fantasy…It begins, as it should,
with one protagonist's struggles and
moves neatly into a wider circle of knights,
dragons, magic and monsters, and
destiny.…All the trappings of high fantasy
are here, from soldiers and battles to
confrontations with self….A recommended
winner for any who enjoy epic fantasy
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writing fueled by powerful, believable
young adult protagonists.” --Midwest Book
Review, D. Donovan, eBook Reviewer
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
Gathering Blue Penguin
Part 2 of the Just One Night series. One
passionate night with a stranger turned
Kasie’s world upside down, and just when
she thought she was getting the hang of
things, her ﬁancé ﬁnds out... You should
sleep with a stranger—those words
whispered in her ear by her best friend
became a challenge Kasie took to heart.
Suddenly, the man who gave her the most
shocking pleasure in that upscale Vegas
hotel—a man whose name she never
bothered to ﬁnd out—is her company’s
biggest client. As this unknown man
becomes Mr. Dade at the oﬃce, and Mr.
Dade becomes Robert in the bedroom,
Kasie discovers her true nature and begins
to question the carefully controlled,
modest image she has crafted to please
her family and friends. But when her
ﬁancé, Dave, ﬁnds out, his rage and desire
to both keep her and punish her could cost
her everything—including Robert, the only
man who has wanted Kasie for who she
really is and the only man who makes her
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feel truly alive.
Skylight Montlake Romance
The lives of two diﬀerent couples--wealthy
Los Angeles liberals Delaney and Kyra
Mossbacher, and Candido and America
Rincon, a pair of Mexican illegals-suddenly collide, in a story that unfolds
from the shifting viewpoints of the various
characters.
Chaos, Desire and a Kick-Ass Cupcake
Harper Collins
When a mystery writer cries bloody
murder, everyone blames her overactive
imagination… Thriller scribe Sophie Katz is
as hard-boiled as a woman who drinks
Grande Caramel Brownie Frappuccinos can
be. So Sophie knows it's not paranoia or
post-divorce, living-alone-again jitters,
when she becomes convinced that a
crazed reader is sneaking into her
apartment to reenact scenes from her
books. The police, however, can't tell a
good plot from an unmarked grave. When
a ﬁlmmaker friend is brutally murdered in
the manner of a death scene in one of his
movies, Sophie becomes convinced that a
copycat killer is on the loose —and that
she's the next target. If she doesn't solve
the mystery, her own bestseller will spell
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out her doom. Cursing her grisly
imagination (why, oh, why did she have to
pick the ax?), Sophie engages in some
real-life gumshoe tactics. The man who
swoops in to save her in dark alleys is
mysterious new love interest Anatoly
Darinsky. Of course, if this were ﬁction,
Anatoly would be her prime suspect.…
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In)
Simon and Schuster
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1
New York Times bestselling worldwide
sensation with more than 15 million copies
sold, “a painfully beautiful ﬁrst novel that
is at once a murder mystery, a coming-ofage narrative and a celebration of nature”
(The New York Times Book Review). For
years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have
haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the
North Carolina coast. So in late 1969,
when handsome Chase Andrews is found
dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya
Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is
not what they say. Sensitive and
intelligent, she has survived for years
alone in the marsh that she calls home,
ﬁnding friends in the gulls and lessons in
the sand. Then the time comes when she
yearns to be touched and loved. When two
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young men from town become intrigued
by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a
new life—until the unthinkable happens.
Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an
exquisite ode to the natural world, a
heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a
surprising tale of possible murder. Delia
Owens reminds us that we are forever
shaped by the children we once were, and
that we are all subject to the beautiful and
violent secrets that nature keeps.
Just One Lie Morgan Rice
Fueled by revenge, Bell, determined to
take down the family that framed her
mother for murder, seduces her way into
the life - and bed - of Lander Gable to
destroy them all, but her plans become
complicated when their sexual chemistry
turns into something more. Simultaneous.
Sweet Cravings Harlequin
Sophie Katz has just oﬀered a man
$12,000 for his services… Is she desperate
or just meshugeneh? Considering the kind
of disasters that usually befall the halfblack, half-Jewish mystery writer, probably
both. Because the last time Sophie saw
sexy P.I. Anatoly Darinsky, he practically
danced a jig when she waved goodbye
&151; a normal reaction for a man who'd
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nearly bought the farm trying to protect
her from her own foolishness. What are
the chances he'd agree to take
incriminating pictures of her sister's
philandering husband? Or that he'd let her
tag along &151; you know…for research?
But when her brother-in-law turns up dead
and her sister becomes the prime suspect,
Sophie's priority is ﬁnding the real killer.
With or without Anatoly's help. Her
brother-in-law's secret life yields plenty of
suspects, but the San Francisco police
aren't taking any of them seriously. So
Sophie does what comes naturally to her:
she stirs up trouble (to lure the killer out,
of course). But if her crazy plan works, will
Anatoly be there to protect her this time?
Story of a Girl Simon and Schuster
Rhyming text points out the many uses of
words and the diﬀerent emotions and
concepts they can convey.
So Much for My Happy Ending Harlequin
From the internationally renowned author
of In a Diﬀerent Voice, a remarkable debut
novel: a love story that introduces an
unforgettable character in modern ﬁction,
Kyra, and a superb new ﬁction writer,
Carol Gilligan. Kyra is an architect
designing a new city, a woman of humor

and courage living in a vibrant world of
family, friends, and colleagues and
determined to break out of old structures.
When she meets Andreas, a director
staging an innovative production of Tosca,
neither wants to fall in love–and yet,
inevitably, they do. Their story takes us
from Cambridge and an island oﬀ the
coast of Massachusetts to Vienna,
Thailand, Cyprus, and Wales as Kyra seeks
the deepest truths about herself, other
people, loyalty, and love. This reaching
leads her to commit singular acts that
startle and shock, inspiring new freedom
for others as well as for Kyra herself. Rich
with Carol Gilligan’s signature
gifts–emotional wisdom, subtle renderings
of the intricacies of human relationship,
conﬂict and choice, and lyrical prose–Kyra
is a luminous, magniﬁcent novel by a
writer realizing the range of her powers.
Passion, Betrayal and Killer Highlights
Simon and Schuster
The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer meets The
Fifth Wave in this chilling and explosive
new series from author Kimberly Derting.
The last thing Kyra Agnew remembers is a
ﬂash of bright light. She awakes to
discover that ﬁve whole years have
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passed. Everyone in her life has moved
on—her parents are divorced, her
boyfriend is in college and dating her best
friend—but Kyra's still the sixteen-year-old
she was when she vanished. She ﬁnds
herself drawn to Tyler, her boyfriend's kid
brother, despite her best eﬀorts to ignore
this growing attraction. In order to ﬁnd out
the truth, the two of them decide to
retrace her steps from that fateful night.
They discover that there are others who
have been "taken," just like Kyra. But Kyra
is the ﬁrst person to have been returned
past the forty-eight-hour taken mark. With
a determined secret government agency
after her, Kyra desperately tries to ﬁnd an
explanation and reclaim the life she once
had . . . but what if the life she wants back
is not her own?
This Book Will Save Your Life Simon and
Schuster
"When Rosie dies in a car crash, she learns
that before going to Paradise, she must
return to earth as a reaper and collect
three souls"-Words Are Like Faces Penguin
Growing up on Forge's streets has taught
Kyra how to stretch a coin. And when
that's not enough, her uncanny ability to
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scale walls and bypass guards helps her
take what she needs. But when the leader
of the Assassins Guild oﬀers Kyra a
lucrative job, she hesitates. She knows
how to get by on her own, and she's not
sure she wants to play by his rules. But he
is persistent???and darkly attractive???and
Kyra can't quite resist his pull. Tristam of
Brancel is a young Palace knight on a
mission. After his best friend is brutally
murdered by the Demon Riders, a clan of
vicious warriors who ride bloodthirsty
wildcats, Tristam vows to take them down.
But as his investigation deepens, he ﬁnds
his eﬀorts thwarted by a talented thief,
one who sneaks past Palace defenses with
uncanny ease. When a fateful raid throws
Kyra and Tristam together, the two
enemies realize that their best chance at
survival???and vengeance???might be to
join forces. And as their loyalties are
tested to the breaking point, they learn a
startling secret about Kyra's past that
threatens to reshape both their lives. In
her arresting debut novel, Livia Blackburne
creates a captivating world where intrigue
prowls around every corner???and danger
is a way of life. Praise for Midnight Thief
"Blackburne's fast-paced fantasy will
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please fans of Leigh Bardugo and Tamora
Pierce." ??? School Library Journal
Pennyblade Harlequin
Since her debut in 1989, A. M. Homes,
author of the forthcoming novel The
Unfolding, has been among the boldest
and most original voices of her generation,
acclaimed for the psychological accuracy
and unnerving emotional intensity of her
storytelling. Her ability to explore how
extraordinary the ordinary can be is at the
heart of her touching and funny new
novel, her ﬁrst in six years. This Book Will
Save Your Life is a vivid, uplifting, and
revealing story about compassion,
transformation, and what can happen if
you are willing to lose yourself and open
up to the world around you.
Best Beach Ever HarperCollins
Now a movie on Lifetime! I was thirteen
when my dad caught me with Tommy
Webber in the back of Tommy's Buick,
parked next to the old Chart House down
in Montara at eleven o'clock on a Tuesday
night. Tommy was seventeen and the
supposed friend of my brother, Darren. I
didn't love him. I'm not sure I even liked
him. In a moment, Deanna Lambert's
teenage life is changed forever. Struggling
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to overcome the lasting repercussions and
the stiﬂing role of "school slut," Deanna
longs to escape a life deﬁned by her past.
With subtle grace, complicated wisdom,
and striking emotion, Story of a Girl
reminds us of our human capacity for
resilience, epiphany, and redemption.
Winds of Magic Simon and Schuster
Skylight premiered at the National Theatre
in 1995 and then went on to become one
of the most internationally successful
plays of recent years. This is the deﬁnitive
edition of Skylight.
Midnight Thief Penguin
Now a New York Times and USA Today
bestseller! Winner of Best Science Fiction
in the 2020 Goodreads Choice Awards! To
Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand new epic
novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Eragon, Christopher Paolini. Kira
Navárez dreamed of life on new worlds.
Now she's awakened a nightmare. During
a routine survey mission on an
uncolonized planet, Kira ﬁnds an alien
relic. At ﬁrst she's delighted, but elation
turns to terror when the ancient dust
around her begins to move. As war erupts
among the stars, Kira is launched into a
galaxy-spanning odyssey of discovery and
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transformation. First contact isn't at all
what she imagined, and events push her
to the very limits of what it means to be
human. While Kira faces her own horrors,
Earth and its colonies stand upon the brink
of annihilation. Now, Kira might be
humanity's greatest and ﬁnal hope . . . At
the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Little Bandaged Days Tor Books
From the USA Today bestselling author of
Sunshine Beach, a story of four women
trying to rebuild more than their lives...
Before you can ﬁx it up, you might have to
tear it down... Embroiled in a battle to
regain control of their renovation-turnedreality TV show, Do Over, Maddie, Avery,
Nikki, and Kyra ﬁnd themselves holding
tight to the frayed ends of their friendship
and relationships. Maddie must face the
realities of dating a rock star once again
topping the charts and dealing with her
hapless ex-husband, while Avery is caught
up in family drama even as she attempts
to transform a tiny cottage into a home for
the newly impoverished heiress who
helped bankroll their last renovation. Put
on bedrest, a hugely pregnant Nikki can’t

quite believe love can last, or trust in her
own maternal instinct. And Kyra, who has
secretly put Bella Flora at risk in an
attempt to salvage Do Over, must decide
whether to accept a desperately needed
bail out from her son’s famous father that
comes with far too many strings
attached… But friendship is made for
times like these, to keep each other—and
their dreams—from crumbling.
Lust, Loathing and a Little Lip Gloss
Random House Trade Paperbacks
Kasie knows who she’s supposed to be.
But one passionate night with a
mysterious stranger will teach her who she
wants to be. You should sleep with a
stranger, her best friend whispers in her
ear as they take to Vegas for one last prewedding ﬂing. Despite her best intentions,
when Kasie Fitzgerald enters the casino
and sees him, a man whose tailored
clothes belied a powerful, even dangerous,
presence, she loses herself to the
moment. Maybe it’s the dress, much
shorter than she’d ever normally wear, or
the Scotch, but something makes her give
herself over to him more completely than
she's ever done with a man before. It was
supposed to be just one night. But right as
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she’s thinking she wants more, he shows
up in her oﬃce with an agenda. As the
billionaire CEO of a company that’s
engaged her PR ﬁrm, his demands just
became her reality...and he desires so
much more than just some attention in the
boardroom.
Just One Night, Part 1: The Stranger Little,
Brown Books for Young Readers
kira-kira (kee' ra kee' ra): glittering;
shining Glittering. That's how Katie
Takeshima's sister, Lynn, makes
everything seem. The sky is kira-kira
because its color is deep but see-through
at the same time. The sea is kira-kira for
the same reason. And so are people's
eyes. When Katie and her family move
from a Japanese community in Iowa to the
Deep South of Georgia, it's Lynn who
explains to her why people stop them on
the street to stare. And it's Lynn who, with
her special way of viewing the world,
teaches Katie to look beyond tomorrow.
But when Lynn becomes desperately ill,
and the whole family begins to fall apart, it
is up to Katie to ﬁnd a way to remind them
all that there is always something
glittering -- kira-kira -- in the future.
Luminous in its persistence of love and
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hope, Kira-Kira is Cynthia Kadohata's
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stunning debut in middle-grade ﬁction.
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